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2007 German
Intermediate 1 – Listening
Detailed Marking Instructions
Question/Acceptable answers

Unacceptable answers

You are visiting your German pen-friend, Stefanie, in Munich.
1.

Stefanie meets you at the station and tells you what the
weather forecast is like for the next week.
What will the weather be like? Write one thing.
•

1 point

sunny

OR
•

2.

warm/hot

Stefanie tells you how you will travel to her house. What does
2 points
she tell you? Complete the sentences.
•

the (no 4) bus

•

walk/go on foot

incorrect bus number
an hour
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Irrelevant/Insufficient

Question/Acceptable answers

3.

When you reach Stefanie’s house, she tells you that her
parents are out. What are they doing? Complete the grid.
2 points
Person
Mother

Father

4.

Unacceptable answers

Any incorrect additional
information, eg
working until 8
working until Thursday

Activity
•

working (until 6)

•

shopping (for gran)
getting gran’s shopping

visiting grandmother
taking gran shopping

Stefanie tells you about her plans for the rest of the evening.
(a)

What does she suggest doing?

1 point

• go to town centre/go in to town

(b)

Why?

shopping in the town
go in to town for a book
go for a meal in town
1 point

• to meet/see (school) friends/friend
(school) friend(s) is/are/will be/might be there
OR
• there’s a lot on/to do
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Irrelevant/Insufficient

Question/Acceptable answers
5.

Unacceptable answers

The next morning, Stefanie has to go to her part-time job.
(a)

Where does she work?

1 point

• hairdresser’s/hair salon/hair saloon/
beauty salon/salon (on own)
(b)

How much does she earn?

1 point
wrong amount
wrong currency
per day/week/month/year

• 7 € per hour

6.

On Sunday night, Stefanie tells you about her school day on a
1 point
Monday. What does say?
(a)

Write one thing she says about Maths.
• she hates it/does not like it/dislikes it
OR
• it is (very) difficult/hard

it is boring/fun
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Irrelevant/Insufficient

Question/Acceptable answers
(b)

Write one thing she says about her Geography teacher.

Unacceptable answers

Irrelevant/Insufficient

1 point

• he is (very) funny/amusing/(good) fun
she is /they are (very) funny/amusing/(good) fun
OR
strict
strict and nice
nice and friendly

• he’s nice

7.

On Monday night, Stefanie’s father asks you about the
differences between German and Scottish schools. What are
3 points
the three questions he asks you?
Do you wear a uniform?
Do you have a uniform?

•

Do you have to wear a (school) unitform?
Must you wear uniform?

•

When does school begin/start?
When do you start school?
When do you begin?
When does it start?
What time is school?

What time do you go to
school?

•

Is there a canteen/lunch hall/diner/cafe (in your school)?
Does your school/it have a canteen/lunch hall?
Do you have a canteen?
Have you a canteen?

What is the canteen like?
What is there to eat in the
canteen?
Do you eat in the canteen?
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Question/Acceptable answers
8.

Unacceptable answers

Later that week, you are shopping for gifts for your family in a
department store.
(a)

Where does the shop assistant tell you to look?

1 point

• third floor/level/storey

(b)

2 points

What can you buy? Write two things.
• books/a book about Munich (in English)

books in English

• keyrings/a keyring

• glasses/a glass

glassware

• chocolates/chocolate

sweets

(2 from 4)
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Irrelevant/Insufficient

Question/Acceptable answers
9.

Unacceptable answers

Irrelevant/Insufficient

As you are paying for a gift for your mother, the shop assistant
asks you a question. What does he ask you? Tick (9) one
box.
1 point
Should I give you a bag?
Should I have it delivered?
Should I gift-wrap it?

10.

9

At the end of your stay, Stefanie’s mother takes you to the
station.
What does she give you for the journey? Write two things.
•

sandwich(es)/bread and butter/buttered roll

•

apple juice

2 points
bread
roll

an apple

Total 20 points = 20 marks
[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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